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ABSTRACT:
Discovering unexpected and useful patterns in databases is a fundamental data mining task. In recent years, a trend in
data mining has been to design algorithms for discovering patterns in sequential data. One of the most popular data
mining tasks on sequences is sequential pattern mining. It consists of discovering interesting subsequences in a set of
sequences, where the interestingness of a subsequence can be measured in terms of various criteria such as its
occurrence frequency, length, and profit. Sequential pattern mining has many real life applications since data is encoded
as sequences in many fields such as bioinformatics, e-learning, market basket analysis, text analysis, and webpage
analysis. Numerous algorithms have been designed to discover sequential patterns in sequence databases. Some of the
most popular are GSP, Spade, Prefix Span, Clospan, BIDE etc. The closed sequential patterns are interesting because
they are a lossless representation of all sequential patterns that is using the closed sequential patterns, it is possible to
recover all the sequential patterns and their support without accessing the database. Another reason why the closed
sequential patterns are interesting is that they represent the largest subsequences common to sets of sequences. For
example, in market basket analysis, if each sequence represents a customer, the closed patterns represent the largest
patterns common to groups of customers. BIDE is an efficient algorithm for mining frequent closed sequences without
candidate maintenance based on Depth First Search. The maximal sequences may be used to obtain all sequential
patterns without scanning the database, but their support can only be recovered by performing an additional database
scan. The major problem in previous work is that generate too many sequences during the mining process which has
increase the requirement of Hardware and System runtime.

In this paper we are proposing an algorithm called Maximal Closed Frequent Sequences (MCFS) which was
implemented without candidate generation and perform database scans to directly output patterns rather than keeping
potential candidates in memory. i.e. MCFS is being introduced to increase the efficiency of BIDE algorithm. This
proposed algorithm MCFS outperforms when compared with the existing algorithms. From the results it is clear that our
proposed MCFS algorithm is very efficient in discovering access closed frequent sequences in large database to improve
the efficiency of the present BIDE algorithm.

Keywords: Sequential pattern mining, Sequences, Frequent pattern mining, Closed Frequent sequences, Data
Mining.

1.INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer and Internet technology, tremendous amounts of data have been
collected in various kinds of applications, and data mining, i.e., finding interesting patterns and knowledge
from a vast amount of data, has become an imminent task. Data Mining consists of extracting information
from data stored in databases to understand the data and take decisions. Some of the most fundamental data
mining tasks are Association, Clustering, Classification, Outlier analysis and Pattern mining etc. Sequences
are an important type of data which occur frequently in many scientific, medical, security, business and other
applications. For example, DNA sequences encode the genetic makeup of humans and all species, and protein
sequences describe the amino acid composition of proteins and encode the structure and function of proteins.
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Moreover, sequences can be used to capture how individual humans behave through various temporal activity
histories such as weblogs and customer purchase histories. Sequences can also be used to describe how
organizations behave through sales histories such as the total sales of various items over time for a
supermarket, etc. Huge amounts of sequence data have been and continue to be collected in genomic and
medical studies, in security applications, in business applications, etc.  In these applications, the analysis of
the data needs to be carried out in different ways to satisfy different application requirements, and it needs to
be carried out in an efficient manner. Sequence data mining[13] provides the necessary tools and approaches
for unlocking useful knowledge hidden in the mountains of sequence data.

Despite of the existence of a lot of general data mining algorithms and methods, sequence data mining
deserves dedicated study and in-depth treatment because of its unique nature of ordering, which leads to many
interesting new kinds of knowledge to be discovered, including sequential patterns, periodic patterns, partially
ordered patterns, approximate biological sequence patterns, and so on. Therefore, sequence data mining, i.e.,
mining patterns and knowledge from large amount of sequence data, has become one of the most essential and
active subfields of data mining research. Sequential pattern mining[14] has become an essential data mining
task with broad applications, including feature selection for sequence classification, mining minimal
distinguishing subsequence patterns, mining block correlations in storage systems.

The sequential pattern mining problem was first proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [3] and the same authors
further developed a generalized and refined algorithm, Generalized Sequential Patterns (GSP)[2], based on the
Apriori  property[1] .Since then, many sequential pattern mining algorithms have also been proposed for
performance improvements. Among those, SPADE, Prefix-Span, and SPAM are quite interesting ones.  In
recent years, many studies have presented convincing arguments that for mining frequent patterns (for both
itemsets and sequences), one should not mine all frequent patterns but the closed ones because the latter leads
to not only a more compact yet complete result set but also better efficiency. Sequential Pattern Mining is the
method of finding interesting sequential patterns among the large databases. It also finds out frequent
subsequences as patterns from a sequence database. Enormous amounts of data are continuously being
collected and stored in many industries and they are showing interests in mining sequential patterns from their
database. Sequential pattern mining has broad applications including web-log analysis, client purchase
behavior analysis and medical record analysis.

To address the above issues, we propose a both time and memory efficient algorithm, named MCFS (Maximal
Closed Frequent Sequences), to efficiently mine maximal sequential patterns in sequence databases. The
proposed algorithm is developed for the general case of a sequence database rather than strings and it can
capture the complete set of maximal sequential patterns with only two database scans. Moreover, it discovers
all maximal sequential patterns neither producing redundant candidates nor storing intermediate candidates in
main memory. Whenever a maximal pattern is discovered by MCFS, it can be outputted immediately. We
performed an experimental study with five real-life datasets to evaluate the performance of MaxSP. We
compared its performance with the BIDE algorithm [8], one of the current best algorithms for mining closed
sequential patterns without storing intermediate candidates in memory. Results show that MCFS outperforms
BIDE in terms of execution and memory consumption and that the set of maximal patterns is much smaller
than the set of closed patterns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the literature survey related to sequencial
pattern mining and section 3 formally defines the problem of maximal sequential pattern mining and its
relationship to sequential pattern mining. Section 4 describes the MCFS algorithm. Section 5 presents the
experimental study. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work .

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The original motivation for searching association rules came from the need to analyze so called supermarket
transaction data, that is, to examine customer behavior in terms of the purchased products. Association rules
describe how often items are purchased together. Since their introduction in 1993 by Argawal et al. [1], the
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frequent itemset and association rule mining problems have received a great deal of attention.One of the most
popular data mining tasks on sequences is sequential pattern mining. It consists of discovering interesting
subsequences in a set of sequences, where the interestingness of a subsequence can be measured in terms of
various criteria such as its occurrence frequency, length. Sequential pattern mining has many real-life
applications since data is encoded as sequences in many fields such as bioinformatics, e-learning, market
basket analysis, text analysis, and webpage click-stream analysis. There are various sequential pattern mining
algorithms proposed earlier, some of them are GSP[2], SPADE[5], SPAM[6] and Prefixspan[7]. They are
proposed to find the relevant frequent pattern from the sequences. The survey of all these algorithms done
with various research perspectives. In this survey various algorithms(GSP,SPADE,SPIRIT[8],SPAM,
CloSpan[9],FREESPAN[10] & PREFIX SPAN[11]) are studied for sequential pattern mining.Proposed by
Wang and Han[4] which mines closed sequential patterns without candidate maintenance by adopting a
closure checking scheme, called BI-Directional Extension. BIDE avoids the problem of the candidate
maintenance and-test paradigm which is used by CloSpan. It prunes totally the search space and checks
efficiently the pattern closure which consumes a much less memory in contrast to the previously developed
closed pattern mining algorithms. BIDE adopts a strict Depth-First Search (DFS) order and can output the
frequent closed patterns in an online fashion. In addition, BIDE algorithm can be easily adapted to mine
frequent closed sequences of subsets of items   BIDE has a linear scalability with regards to the number of
sequences in the database.. Experimental results conducted in [4] show that BIDE is more efficient than
CloSpan, Apriori-based, patterngrowth and early pruning algorithms. Additional efficiency measures are used
to implement suitable pruning techniques at initial and final stages of development.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The task of sequential pattern mining is a data mining task specialized for analyzing sequential data, to
discover sequential patterns. More precisely, it consists of discovering interesting subsequences in a set of
sequences, where the interestingness of a subsequence can be measured in terms of various criteria such as its
occurrence frequency, length, and profit. Sequential pattern mining has numerous real-life applications due to
the fact that data is naturally encoded as sequences of symbols in many fields such as bioinformatics, e-
learning, market basket analysis, texts, and webpage click-stream analysis. A sequence database, SDB=
{S1,S2,…,Sn}, is a set of sequences and each sequence has an id. The size of the sequence database SDB is the
total number of sequences in the SDB. The support of a sequence X in a sequence database SDB is the no of
sequences in SDB which contain X.

Sequential pattern : Given a minimum support threshold minsup, a sequence a is a sequential pattern on
SDB if support (a) is greater than minsup.

Closed sequential pattern: A sequential pattern a is a closed sequential pattern if there does not exist a
sequential pattern b , such that support (a) = support (b) .

To do sequential pattern mining, a user must provide a sequence database and specify a parameter called
the minimum support threshold. This parameter indicates a minimum number of sequences in which a pattern
must appear to be considered frequent, and be shown to the user. For example, if a user sets the minimum
support threshold to 2 sequences, the task of sequential pattern mining consists of finding all subsequences
appearing in at least 2 sequences of the input database. Table1 shows a sample sequence database. The items
in each itemset are sorted in alphabetic order. If minsup=2 , the closed sequential pattern set contains 2
sequences {(AC) : 2, (BCE):2 } and the corresponding sequential pattern set contains 9 sequences.

Table 1. Sequence Table
SID Sequence

1 ACD
2 ABCE
3 BCE
4 BE
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4. MCFS(Maximal Closed Frequent Sequences) ALGORITHM
This algorithm composed of three phases. Growing phase, Pruning Phase and Maximal phase. In growing
phase sequences are read from database into a lattice structure with all its subsequences. In pruning phase
prune off those infrequent sequences in the lattice. Finally in Maximal phase delete each node’s subsequences
to find out the maximal frequent sequences. A structure of maximal frequent sequences is a loseless method to
contain original information.

4.1 The pseudo code of the MCFS algorithm:
MCFS(a sequence database SDB, a threshold minsup, a prefix P initially set to < >)

1. largestSupport := 0.

2. Scan SDB once to count the support of each item.

3. FOReach item iwith a support ≥ minsup

4. P’ := Concatenate(P, i).

5. SDBi:=DatabaseProjection(SDB, i).

6. IF the pattern P’ has no maximal-backward-extension in SDBi THEN
7. maximumSupport := MCFS (SDBi, minsup, P’).
8.IF maximumSupport>minsup THEN OUTPUT the pattern P’.
9. IF support(P’) >largestSupport THENlargestSupport := support(P’)
10.RETURN largestSupport.

This MCFS algorithm takes a current database SDB, a threshold minsup and a current prefix P as parameters.
The algorithm first initializes a variable largestSupport to 0, which will be used to store the support of the
largest pattern that can be obtained by extending the current prefix (line 1). Then, the algorithm counts the
support of each item in the current database (line 2). Then for each frequent item i, the algorithm appends iat
the end of prefix P, to obtain a new prefix P’ and the pro-jected database SDBi is created by projecting SDBP
by i(line 3-5). Next, the check for maximal-back-extension is performed (line 6). If there is no maximal-back-
extension, the procedure MCFS is recursively called to explore patterns starting by P’ (line 7). This recursive
call returns the largest support of patterns that can be created by appending items to P’. If the largest support
is smaller than minsup, it means that there is no maximal-forward-extension (line 8). In this case, the pattern
P’ is output (line 9). Next, the largest support for the prefix P is updated (line 10). Finally, after all frequent
items have been processed, the largest support of extensions of P is returned.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The input of MCFS is a sequence database and a user-specified threshold named minsup (a value in [0,1]
representing a percentage). A sequence database [15][16]is a set of sequences where each sequence is a list
of itemsets. For example, the Table.2 shown below contains four sequences. The first sequence, named S1,
contains 5 itemsets. It means that item 1 was followed by items 1 2 and 3 at the same time, which were
followed by 1 and 3, followed by 4, and followed by 3 and 6. It is assumed that items in an itemset are sorted
in lexicographical order. Note that it is assumed that no items appear twice in the same itemset and that items
in an itemset are lexically ordered.

Table 2. Example SDB with four sequences
ID Sequences
S1 (1), (1 2 3), (1 3), (4), (3 6)
S2 (1 4), (3), (2 3), (1 5)
S3 (5 6), (1 2), (4 6), (3), (2)
S4 (5), (7), (1 6), (3), (2), (3)
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MCFS discovers all frequent maximal sequential CLOSED SEQUENCES that occurs in a sequence
database. To explain more formally what is a maximal frequent closed sequences  it is necessary to review
some definition. The support of a sequential pattern is the number of sequences where the pattern occurs
divided by the total number of sequences in the database. A frequent sequence is a sequential pattern having
a support no less than the minsup parameter provided by the user. A frequent closed sequence is a sequential
pattern such that it is not strictly included in another pattern having the same support. A maximal closed
frequent sequence is a sequential pattern such that it is not strictly included in another closed sequential
pattern. For example, if we run MCFS with minsup= 50 % on the sequence database, the following patterns
are found.

Table 3.Results with minsup=50%

ID Closed Sequential
Pattern Support

S1 (6) 75 %

S2 (5) 75 %

S3 (2), (3) 75 %

S4 (1), (2) 100 %

S5 (1), (3) 100 %

S6 (1 2), (6) 50 %

S7 (4), (3) 75 %

S8 (1) (2), (3) 50 %

S9 (1), (2 3), (1) 50 %

S10 (1), (3), (2) 75 %

S11 (1), (3), (3) 75 %

S12 (1 2), (4), (3) 50 %

S13 (6), (2), (3) 50 %

S14 (5), (2), (3) 50 %

S15 (4), (3), (2) 50 %

S16 (5), (6), (3), (2) 50 %

S17 (5), (1), (3), (2) 50 %

For instance, the sequential pattern "(1,2),(6)" appears in the first and third sequence (it has therefore a support
of 50%). Another pattern is "(4), (3)". It appears in the second and third sequence (it has thus a support of 75
%).

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSION
Apriori like algorithms may fail to extract all the frequent sequences from dense data sets, which contain
strongly correlated sequences and long frequent sequential patterns. Many studies have incept the concept to
elaborate all frequent pattern mining to more compact results and significantly better efficiency of memory
usage especially on CloSpan and BIDE.  Our study shows that this is usually true when the number of
frequent patterns is extremely large, in this case the number of frequent maximal sequential patterns is also
tend to be very large. MCFS a novel algorithm for mining Frequent maximal closed sequences. Closed
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sequential pattern mining is a variant of sequential pattern mining and attains broad attention in the recent
years because it has the same expression ability of the sequential pattern mining and more compact than the
sequential pattern mining. We propose an efficient algorithm MCFS which makes use a new pruning method
called occurrence checking through lattice that allows the early detection of closed sequential patterns during
the mining process. Our extensive performance study on various real and synthetic datasets shows . In future
we will extend MCFS to incorporate user specified constraints. Other interesting research problems that can
be pursued include parallel mining of Maximal Closed frequent sequences and mining of structured
sequences. For future work, we are planning to develop new algorithms for mining concise representations of
sequential patterns and sequential rules
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